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1. INTRODUCTION
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Future GNSS combined receivers will have
to be compliant with requirements that are defined
by means of performances specified in terms of
integrity, continuity, availability and accuracy for
Civil Aviation community. The architecture of those
receivers is currently defined from investigations
about the advantages and risks linked to the multiple
constellation use of GNSS signals. The different
means identified by EURopean Organization for
Civil Aviation Equipment WG 62 to provide aircraft
position and integrity during an aircraft all phases of
flight are Galileo (E1, E5), GPS (L1, L5), GIC,
SBAS(L1, L5) and RAIM algorithms.
The objective is to provide, as far as
possible, position and integrity to a flying aircraft
under all kinds of external conditions (dynamics,
multipath, interferences…) for all phases of flight
and even the most restrictive ones in terms of
requirements.
GNSS
components
(constellations,
frequencies) combinations will provide different
levels of performance compared with the targeted
phase of flight requirements.
From the level of performance that can be
reached by the proposed GNSS components,
operational combinations are classified into modes
of operation. Each mode is identified by taking into
account the fact the level of performance is
compliant or not with the requirements for each
phase of flight.
Thus, nominal, alternate and degraded
modes characterize the identified associations.
Combinations that allow reaching the specified
requirements linked to a phase of flight are included
in nominal and alternate modes. Nominal means are
preferred to alternate ones for various reasons as
explained in [EUROCAE, 2007].
If all those nominal and alternate
combinations are unavailable, the use of remaining
components is identified as a degraded mode.
Consequently, to take full benefits of all
available GNSS components, WG 62 proposed a
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switching architecture between nominal, alternate
and degraded combinations.
To initiate a switch between currently used
components and other ones, unavailability of the
current ones must be declared. This unavailability
follows a degradation occurring on one of the
running components.
A flag of degradation must be raised, when
appropriate, by monitoring parameters that could be
affected by phenomena encountered in GNSS and
Civil Aviation. To do that, detection means and
more precisely, criteria on the identified parameters
have to be established. Detection means can be
based on observations made in the front end level,
within tracking loops or on pseudorange and
integrity information for instance.
Amongst the most feared physical
phenomena that could lead to degradation, and thus,
a loss of component, interferences have to be
monitored. Indeed, this phenomenon can affect
simultaneously several GNSS measurements.
Future combined GNSS receivers will have
to be robust against interferences with a certain
power.
It is all the more important to develop such
receivers for Civil Aviation community since
interferences can lead to an increased noise, a bias or
a loss of pseudoranges, and thus a degraded
navigation solution. In addition, interference types
are various as we explain hereafter.
Interference environment includes pure
carriers, narrow bands and pulsed interferences
signals. For instance, a listing of identified
interference sources was made by RTCA (SC 159,
WG 6) in [RTCA, 2002], appendix B for GPS L1
C/A signal.
On going studies on the detection and
removal of pulsed interferences are being conducted
at RF front-end level for instance in [Raimondi,
2006].
For
Civil
Aviation
applications,
interferences with power level below the masks are
expected to generate acceptable degradations on
tracking errors.
We have shown that, even below the RFI
mask, in certain conditions, the tracking errors
induced by CW can be larger than expected by
EUROCAE ([EUROCAE, 2007]).
This is all the more important for highly
restrictive approach phases of flight in terms of
accuracy. That is why this study focuses on
detection of CW and on repair.
This paper starts with a quick description of
the receiver general environment. Civil Aviation
requirements are recalled. Then, assumptions about
signals, interferences and the way to detect
interferences are described; results are discussed and
compared with ICAO requirements. Finally, a repair
algorithm based upon a Prony-like method is tested.
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND SETTINGS
It is supposed in [EUROCAE, 2007] that
interferences can affect signals received by future
combined receivers inside an aircraft. Consequently,
the requirements for each phase of flight must be
respected whatever the aircraft environment.
According to [EUROCAE, 2007], the level
of performance expected while losing L1 C/A or E1
and consequently GPS or Galileo services, is only
compliant with non-restrictive En-route to NPA
phases of flight, [EUROCAE, 2007].
As a consequence, it is of interest to test
detection algorithms taking into account APV phases
of flight which are the first restrictive approach
phases of flight that require vertical guidance and
follows NPA phase of flight. For sake of
understanding, those requirements are recalled
hereafter:
NPA
APV I
Accuracy
220 m
16 m
hor.
Accuracy
x
8m
ver.
-7
Integrity
10 /h
2.10-7/app
TTA
10 sec
10 sec
PFA
3.33.10-7
1.6.10-5
Table 1 : Civil Aviation Requirements for NPA and
APV I phases of flight.
Different ways to detect interferences are
identified; it can be done at front end level and
within tracking loops for instance in [Bastide, 2001],
[Ouzeau et al., 2008] or [Raimondi, 2008].
This study focuses on the detection within
tracking loops, and more precisely, on the
monitoring of the correlator outputs.
In this study, the power of the generated
CW is chosen below the interference masks
provided in [EUROCAE, 2007]. The largest CW
interference power used for detection tests is -155
dBW.
In this paper, only GPS L1 C/A and Galileo
E1 code spectrum lines are supposed to be affected
by CW interferences.

Useful signals (L1/E1) are assumed to be affected by
a level of noise equal to -203 dBW/Hz and the
received power for each case is provided in the
following table:

C/N0 (dB
Hz)

GPS L1 C/A

GALILEO E1

40.5

34.8

Received
-164 dBW
-168 dBW
power
Noise
-203 dBW
-203 dBW
level
Table 2 : Minimum required carrier to noise ratios
for GPS and Galileo signals from [EUROCAE,
2007], appendix H.
The priority is to be able to detect CW
interfering with L1 C/A and E1 signals as it is the
major jamming risk for those signals. Due to their
frequency occupation on the same band than DME,
L5 and E5 signals major threats are pulsed
interferences. Consequently, the priority for those
signals is pulsed interference detection and
mitigation as it is currently studied in [Raimondi,
2008]. As a consequence, those signals are not
studied here; the priority is given to L1 C/A and E1.
The detection is made during the tracking
process which characteristics are provided in the
following table:
CHARACTERISTICS
1st order, Bw: 1 Hz, dot
DLL
product discriminator
3rd order, Bw: 10 Hz,
PLL
arctan discriminator
L1 C/A, data ch: 20 ms,
pilot: 4 ms,
Integration time
E1, data ch: 100 ms,
pilot: 4 ms.
Table 3 : tracking characteristics.
The interference is supposed to impact GPS
L1 C/A and Galileo E1 signals which do not have the
same spectrum properties (line spacing, amplitudes).
It is of interest to consider the high amplitude code
spectrum lines for each PRN in order to quantify this
impact on the resulting tracking loop error.
Obviously, this error differs from one affected code
spectrum line to another one. It is expected that the
higher the amplitude of the spectrum line, the higher
the resulting tracking error.
A model of the impact of CW suggests that
the resulting tracking error of these interferences can
be larger than assumed so far in previous studies.
The impact of those interferences on correlators
outputs are described in [Bastide, 2001], but this
paper does not describe their impact on tracking
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accuracy. The resulting tracking error can then lead
to a large additive error on pseudoranges.
Hereafter are provided the highest GPS L1
C/A and Galileo E1 code spectrum lines, that is to
say, having the highest power, likely to generate the
highest tracking and positioning errors.
GPS L1 C/A
GALILEO E1
Power
- 21.29 dB
- 28.81 dB
Frequency
227 kHz
673.5 kHz
PRN
6
38
Table 4 : Highest GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1 code
spectrum lines of PRN 6 and 38 (respectively)
It is of interest to consider the receiver
environment as it determines the conditions of
interference detection. To comply with APV
conditions, dynamics and multipath have been
generated as explained in [Ouzeau et al., 2008].
Dynamics were generated according to [EUROCAE,
2007] specifications.
Two types of dynamics are considered:
normal and abnormal aircraft manoeuvres with
corresponding aircraft maximum speed, acceleration
and jerk. When it is not mentioned, aircraft dynamics
are set to the normal case in this paper as defined in
[Ouzeau et al., 2008]. Indeed, as mentioned in
[RTCA, 2006]: “During abnormal manoeuvres, the
receiver shall continue to provide a position output,
it shall not output misleading information and the
alerting mechanism shall function as normal. […]
During abnormal manoeuvres, the receiver is not
required
to
meet
the
accuracy requirement.” As a consequence, accuracy
of our algorithms is not discussed here in case of
abnormal dynamics.
Multipath were generated thanks to
Aeronautical Channel model proposed by [Lehner,
2007] considering a 10 degree elevation of satellites.
The aircraft is supposed approaching a targeted
airport. A jammer is supposed to be located on the
Earth, about 20 km away from the aircraft.
Generally, multipath have a significant
impact on correlators as they use to distort the
correlation peaks. However, as it is shown in
[Ouzeau et al., 2008], and demonstrated through
simulations using the proposed Aeronautical
Channel model, during APV, multipath do not have
a significant impact on interference detection as they
do not disturb the correlation peaks enough.
Taking into account all those APV
conditions, interference detection capability of the
following proposed algorithms have to be discussed.
Indeed, it has to be compliant with false alarm rate
imposed by APV (see Table 1) and missed detection
probability has to be determined to know if the
proposed algorithms reduce significantly the

integrity risk due to interferences or not. If a CW
with a high power is not detected, what is the
resulting tracking error? Does it exceed the
requirements?
3. DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Interference detection criteria described
further are based upon the monitoring of the
correlator outputs because the correlation between a
sine wave and PRN code is still a sine wave and as a
consequence, the occurrence of a CW results in the
appearance of a sine wave in the correlator output as
depicted in Figure 1. The amplitude of the wave is
dependent upon the amplitude of the jammer, the
amplitude of the hit code spectrum line and the
frequency offset between the jammer and the nearest
code spectrum line.

Figure 1 : GPS L1 correlator output, without and
with different amplitude CW on the I channel
Indeed, detection depends upon the
sinusoidal behaviour of the correlators outputs shape,
resulting from the correlation between code and
interference. The correlation between code and
interference is expressed, for both I and Q channels,
by the following expressions:

R I (τˆ, n) =

RQ (τˆ, n) =


AJ
2
AJ
2

∑ cos(2π∆fkT

s

− θ J + θˆ C (kTs − τˆ)

∑ sin (2π∆fkT

s

−θ J

nM −1

k = ( n −1)M
nM −1

k = ( n −1)M

)
+ θˆ )C (kT

s

− τˆ)

Where:
• n is the temporal index of the I&D outputs
• θˆ is the estimated phase tracking
• τˆ is the estimated code tracking
• M is the number of summed samples by I&D
• θ J is the jammer shift
•

AJ is the jammer amplitude

•

Ts is the integration time and Fs=1/Ts is the
sampling frequency
∆f is the frequency shift between the
intermediate frequency and the jammer after the
RF front-end

•
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•

C is P/NRZ/L waveform associated to
navigation message and code (C/A for instance)

GNSS receivers have several reception
channels. Each of them specializes in tracking
specific satellites. Each reception channel has at least
two or three pairs of correlators (Early, Late,
Prompt) for both code and carrier phase tracking.
A multi correlator receiver can compute
much more correlator outputs in a same reception
channel. If several correlators are available within a
same channel, it is possible to observe the code
autocorrelation value in several points spaced by a
value denoted d.
In the following, multiple correlators
outputs are monitored to detect the presence of
jammers.
The correlators spacing d and the correlators
window size around the main peak for both GPS and
Galileo signals have to be set.
For GPS L1 C/A, with a classical BPSK (1)
modulation, the maximum CW frequency is 1.023
MHz, which corresponds to the main lobe of the
signal spectrum, where the highest amplitude
spectrum lines are located. The problem of detection
out of this lobe is thus not addressed here.
The larger the chip range used for
correlators, the better the identification of a CW.
Indeed, the variations of a sinusoid are visible on a
larger window in this case. So low frequency CW
can be detected and estimated easily. As the
maximum CW frequency is set to 1.023 MHz
(denoted F in the following), the minimum required
window size is 20.46 chip. In simulations, it is set to
22 chip. The total number of correlators used is 2*34
=68 (considering both sides of the correlation peak).
The impact of CW on the correlator outputs
for GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1 signals has the same
shape, that is to say a sine wave appears in the
autocorrelation. But, as Galileo E1 code spectrum
properties are different of GPS L1 C/A (two main
lobes between -2MHz and 2MHz appear in the code
spectrum whose lines are 250 kHz-spaced), another
setting for correlators window size and spacing is
required. As the worst PRN code lines are located on
the main lobes of the spectrum, in this case, F=2
MHz. The correlators spacing is set to 0.25 chip.
Finally, the window size is set to 9 chips for the
Galileo case. The total number of correlators is 2*36
=72.
Hereafter are proposed two detection
algorithms using different techniques based on the
monitoring of multiple correlators outputs. The first
objective of such a study is to find the most robust
detection algorithm against all kinds of external
perturbations like multipath, high dynamics… but
also to find the most appropriate and promising
technique making a trade off between complexity
and reached performance. Indeed, detection

algorithms with low complexity have to be
implemented in order to have the simplest receivers
architecture as possible.
The two proposed algorithms take
advantage of the behaviour of correlators outputs
while interference occurs. Both algorithms are based
on the detection of a sine wave on the correlation.
The first proposed algorithm is based upon
the computation of the FFT of the correlator outputs,
to detect the presence of a sine wave in the
spectrum.
The second algorithm monitors after each
integration period the residual error of a vector AR
model of the set of the correlator outputs. In other
words, a multichannel AR algorithm is used to
model simultaneously all correlators outputs and
thus, to take advantage of the existing correlation
between all correlators time variations linked to the
sine wave around the correlation peak. In absence of
jammer, those outputs are only subject to noise and
multipath.
Algorithm 1: computation of the FFT of the
correlators outputs
Using this algorithm, the presence of
interferences in the incoming signal is detected
thanks to the computation of the Fourier Transform
of the correlators outputs as described in [Bastide,
2001]. If undesired carrier sine waves are present,
degradation is flagged.
The maximum Fourier transform of the
correlators outputs is compared to a threshold. If a
significant sine wave distorts the correlators outputs,
the maximum of the Fourier transform of the
correlators outputs increases, and, in the case the
threshold is well chosen, this interference can be
detected. The mean and the standard deviation of the
maximum Fourier transform are estimated during a
training stage, while no interference occurs, under
normal aircraft dynamics and APV multipath
conditions.
The threshold is determined thanks to the
false alarm rate provided for an APV phase of flight
(Table 1) and set as a statistical percentile of the test
distribution in presence of noise and multipath.
Then missed detection probability is
estimated generating interferences over a large
number of tests (at least 105) using the instantaneous
Fourier transform of the correlators outputs and the
mean and sigma values estimated during the training
stage.
Detection is declared when the following
condition is reached [Bastide, 2001]:
max_ fourierinst − mean(max_fourier) ≥ threshold× std(max_fourier)

Where :
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•
•
•

•

is the maximum of the Fourier
transform at a considered instant
mean(max_ fourier) is the mean of maxima of
the Fourier transforms during the training stage
std (max_ fourier ) is the standard deviation of
the maxima of the Fourier transforms during the
training stage
threshold is the chosen threshold for detection
max_ fourierinst

Detection performance compared to civil aviation
requirements
The obtained missed detection probabilities
do not depend significantly upon the impacted code
line using this FFT detection method. For a same
given -155 dBW interference, testing different hit
PRN worst code lines, the obtained PMD do not differ
significantly. Indeed, within the main spectrum
lobes, the amplitude difference between the most
powerful rays by PRN is around 3 dB for L1 C/A
and 2 dB for E1 as shown in [Ouzeau et al., 2008].
The obtained missed detection probability
under multipath and normal dynamics, generating 155 dBW CW is around 6.66 10-5 for all impacted
GPS and Galileo code spectrum lines chosen with
the highest amplitudes amongst PRN code lines.
We discuss now the impact of non-detected
CW on the tracking errors for varying interference
amplitudes.

Figure 2 : Smoothed and raw maximum tracking
errors for GPS L1 C/A PRN 6 for non-detected CW

samples tested, the number of examples of tracking
errors obtained during missed detection is low. As a
consequence, those results have to be taken with
care. The maximum tracking errors are obtained
amongst a low number of available measurements.
With a large number of tests, it will be
interesting for future works, to plot the distribution
of the tracking errors resulting from the non-detected
CW.

Figure 3 : Smoothed and raw maximum tracking
errors for GPS L1 C/A PRN 2 for non-detected CW

Figure 5 : Percentage of obtained missed detection
classified by resulting raw tracking errors for GPS
L1 C/A PRN 6 highest code spectrum line impacted
by a -155 dBW CW interference, over 3*106 tests.

Figure 4 : Smoothed and raw maximum tracking
errors for GALILEO E1 PRN 38 for non-detected
CW
Several CW interference with different
powers are generated. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the
raw and smoothed code obtained when interference
is not detected. This was done for both GPS and
Galileo signals. Code tracking errors were
represented without (in pink) and with (in blue)
smoothing by a Hatch filter with 100 seconds time
smoothing constant.
It can be seen that for the worst case GPS
PRN code spectrum line amplitude (on PRN 6), a 155 dBW interference power can generate a raw
error of more than 60 meters reduced to less than 15
meters after 100 seconds carrier-phase smoothing.
For other code spectrum lines (like for one PRN 2
code line impacted plotted above), the resulting
tracking error while CW is not detected, is lower.
For PRN 2, the raw error is 50 meters for the worst
case -155 dBW CW reduced to 10 meters after
smoothing. As expected, this error decreases with
the CW amplitude.
The same test was conducted for future
Galileo E1 signals (Figure 4). It can be seen that for
the worst case PRN code line, the resulting nondetected maximum tracking error is around 10
meters and over 1 meter after smoothing as it can be
seen Figure 3 and Figure 4.
As the algorithm missed detection
probability is low compared to the number of
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However, we provide here some
preliminary results represented Figure 5 over 3 106
tests of the resulting raw tracking errors distribution.
Those results have been obtained for GPS L1 C/A
PRN 6 highest code spectrum line impacted by a 155 dBW CW interference.
As a conclusion, this detection algorithm is
expected to alleviate RAIM-type algorithms, APV
required integrity being 2 10-7 as recalled in Table 1.
The obtained PMD value is around 6.66 10-5 for the
worst case CW amplitude for both GPS and Galileo
cases.
Algorithm 2: multichannel autoregressive model
of correlators outputs
This proposed algorithm is based on the
detection of non regular time variation of an AR
model of the set of the correlation outputs. The
residuals of the model are then monitored.
The correlators outputs are supposed to be
affected by white Gaussian noise and multipath
when no interference occurs.
Interferences do not imply a constant
additive jump on the correlators outputs but they
imply a time-varying additive jump.
If a CW interferes with the incoming signal,
then the variance increases exactly when the
interference occurs and varies abnormally during the
period the signal is jammed.

Time variations of each correlator output
are modelled thanks to an AR filter and the residuals
of the model is monitored:
p

e[n] = x[n] − xˆ[n] = x[n] + ∑a[k]x[n − k]
k =1

Where:
n is the time index
•
• e is the model error
•
x is the observed sequence of each
correlator output
•
xˆ[n] is the linear prediction estimate of the
sample x[n]
For a first approach, it is not necessary to
model the correlators outputs time-behaviour thanks
to an ARMA model.
A classical AR model could have been used
to monitor independently each correlation point, but
it is preferable to use a multichannel AR model that
helps having redundant information about all
correlators behaviour, on the peak and beside it.
Indeed, in presence of jammer, all correlators are
affected by sine waves. Correlators time variations
are linked by the CW characteristics.

•

The denominator is determined through a
training simulation without interferences and
under the phase of flight conditions as for the
FFT algorithm, before the detection tests.

Test distribution

Figure 7 : AR test distribution for three channels
(three correlators), in blue without CW and in red
with CW
On Figure 7 are represented the distribution
of the test criterion on some correlator outputs and
over 1.5 105 tests without interference in blue and
with interference in red.
It can be seen on Figure 7 that even if
correlators have the same behaviour when
interference occurs, the gap between model errors
differs from one channel to another one.
Detection performance compared to civil aviation
requirements

Figure 6 : Time variations of correlators for GPS L1
C/A signal
Using this technique, when interference
occurs, the existing correlation between all
correlators outputs as it can be seen on Figure 6, is
exploited in presence of GNSS signals, noise,
multipath and obviously, interferences.
The model residuals are monitored thanks to
the following criterion calculated:

log
•

AR _ model _ error
previously _ estimated _ AR _ model _ error

The numerator is the instantaneous AR model
error, updated for each test and for each
correlator.
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The obtained PMD using this technique is
near 10-5 considering the worst case GPS PRN 6
code spectrum line and -155 dBW CW interference.
The detection capability of this algorithm is slightly
higher than the first proposed algorithm but it
requires a multichannel correlator Auto Regressive
model. As mentioned for the first proposed
algorithm, this technique, elaborated here for
interference detection, is expected to alleviate
RAIM-type algorithms.
Future works will consist in taking into
account both detection capability within tracking
loops using the proposed techniques and the RAIM
capability to detect failures due to interferences to
discuss more precisely the interests of implementing
such detection algorithms within future GNSS
combined receivers. More precisely, it is of interest
to know the resulting performances of combined
interference detection algorithms and RAIM during
APV, while generating CW impacting worst case
code lines.
In addition, future studies will consist in
analyzing the proposed algorithms implementation
cost.

4. CORRELATOR OUTPUTS REPAIRS AND
RESULTING TRACKING PERFORMANCE
It is of interest to know the performance of
a repair algorithm when interference is flagged,
because when interference detection is successful,
interferences impact on tracking should be reduced
or removed with a low complexity algorithm as
described hereafter.
In order to repair the correlators outputs,
interferences characteristics have to be determined.
To do that, several methods could be found in
literature and we mention the most popular ones.
The FFT is a basic tool for spectral analysis
of interferences. It is well-known as a powerful
method that has a low calculation cost, interesting
for processing of a broad range of signals. In
addition, it is robust and resistant against noise.
However, this well-known technique has a too low
1/N-resolution, where N is the number of samples
used. Indeed, for a low number of samples, this
technique is not applicable to our problem.
Parametric models allow representing
physical phenomena like CW interfering signals.
Such models provide, with a small number of
parameters, the principal characteristics of a CW,
like its amplitude and phase. It is consequently a
good mean to reduce the calculation cost associated
with the signal process. Moreover, those techniques
need fewer points for a same resolution as the FFT.
That is why, in the following, a Prony model is used
to characterize the CW interferences.
The first step consists in estimating the
poles Zk of the parametric model. Using the AR
model, it can be shown that the Zk are the roots of
the following polynomial:

 1

 Z1
V = .

 .
 Z N −1
 1

1
Z2
.
.
Z 2N −1

.
.
.
.
.

.
1 

. Zp 
.
. 

.
. 
. Z pN −1 

b = (b1 , b2 ,K, b p )

T

X = ( x(0 ), x(1),K, x(n − 1))

T

The least square solution is given by:
b = (V H V ) V H X
−1

The searched CW modules and phases can be then
deduced by calculating:
Ak = bk
 Im(bk ) 

 Re(bk ) 

θ k = arctg 

A few results are presented in the
following and concern the estimation and reparation
when a CW hits the identified worst case GPS L1
C/A PRN 6 code spectrum line, located at 227 kHz.
In Figure 8 is represented the estimation
of the CW frequency (227 kHz) over 100 tests
thanks the proposed Prony model described
previously. The obtained estimations are between
226.84 kHz and 227 kHz. The obtained resolution of
the algorithm is consequently less than 200 Hz.
This simulation has been conducted
assuming there is no Doppler effect between the
jammer and the GPS code, so as to determine
precisely the algorithm capability to estimate CW
frequency.

p

A(Z ) = ∑ ak Z −k
k =0

From the Zk values, it is easy to deduce the
associated damping factor and the frequency:
αk =

ln Z k
T

And:
 Im(Z k ) 
 2πT
f k = arctg 
 Re(Z k ) 

The last step is now the estimation of the bk
values. To do so, the Prony model can be re-written
as a vector product
Vb = X

Where:
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Figure 8 : Estimation of a -155 dBW CW frequency
impacting GPS L1 C/A PRN 6 (227 kHz)
The frequency estimation is acceptable as it
can be seen Figure 8, but the most important result is
the resulting tracking error after reparation of the
correlators outputs. Indeed, it can be noticed Figure
9 that this algorithm can provide significant
improvement in tracking robustness and avoid a loss

of lock. Simulations show that the standard
deviation of the code tracking error (always for GPS
PRN 6), is reduced from 80 meters (in red) to 6
meters (in blue) in this case as it can be seen Figure
9.
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Figure 9 : Code tracking error before and after
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